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How then can we ensure that the children we help to
educate fee! sufficiently strongly to act when action is
necessary ? There is a tendency with educators to over-
estimate their power to train the new generation to think
and feel as its elders think they should—especially in the
universe of ethical conduct where sentiments and personal
conviction play so strong a part. But there are certain
conditions that seern to favour healthy social life and at
least a teacher should consider them.
Just as a child by suggestion accepts the tightness or
suitability of certain ideas long before he would acquire
them were he entirely dependent on reasoning, so he gets
his emotional attitude to these ideas through Ms sym-
pathy with Ms cornmunity. Hence if he lives in a world
in which people really ' feel' friendly to their neighbours
and act on their feelings he, in all probability, will grow
up not only assuming that people should help each other
but also acting on the assumption.
But there must be a very close connexion between feeling
a course of action desirable, judging it right and carrying
it out. The fact that at a certain stage of development a
child only judges an action right because the people whom
he respects think thus should not obscure the importance
of the threefold relationship.
In the early days while the child is going through tlie
stage of * crowd thought *» at any rate the crowd thought
should arise from the right emotional attitude and should
find a social outlet. Thus for a teacher in one lesson to
urge that one should love one's neighbour and return good
for evil, in another to uphold the evil of punitive wars
and in yet a third to urge his class to behave like men and
light it out seems to make an attitude of consistent friemiE-
ness impossible. Instances could be multiplied inddxniidtjr:
the mother who says all she cares for is that her etiildbeaa
should be truthful and then punishes them la aafe^ lor
the fault they confess; the teadier wiso blames a

